
QUESTIONS TO 
ASK DURING YOUR

SALES DEMO



Sincerely,

The                          team

Hi,

Thanks for downloading our questions to ask during your sales demo 
checklist. If you’re searching for a new agency management system 
(AMS), then there’s probably a lot on your mind. 

Use this tool to ensure you’re asking all of the important questions 
about the partnership to make sure you’re making the right decision 
for your agency. The detailed questions sheet will guide you on which 
questions you should be asking and why.

Then, use the checklist to take notes while you demo different 
vendors. Check the boxes for a quick look to see if the vendor does 
or does not support different needs you may have.

Print out as many copies as you’d like to compare and contrast the 
vendors once it comes time for a decision. This will help you make the 
best decision and choose the right software for your insurance agency.
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1 What’s their history?
You want to know who you are partnering with, so it’s crucial to know their 
background. Ask about their history, how they got into the industry, and why. You 
can also do some reasearch ahead of time to be more prepared for the demo. 
Here are 4 areas you can research to get a better understanding of the vendor:

Company Details / History
Reviews
Social Media / Online Presence
Security / Reliability

2 Do they have ties to a GA/IMO/FMO?
You want to ask this early on to ensure you’re partnering with the right software. 
After building software for the industry, some vendors start their own agency. This 
could create a conflict of interest for you. 

3 What type of software is it?
This question covers two crucial questions in one:

Is the software generic or focused?
Is the software hosted or on-premise?

Generic software is often referred to as customer relationship management (CRM) 
software and is built to adapt to a multitude of industries. These generally provide 
access to a ton of features, but to customize it for your needs often requires a 
significant amount of time, effort, and money on your part. Focused software 
would be an agency management system (AMS), like AgencyBloc, which is built for 
your specific industry or industry niche.

The two big differences between hosted and on-premise software are accessiblity 
and security. On-premise software is only accessible in office via your computer 
and can have siginificant security risks. Hosted (or cloud-based) software is housed 
on remote servers all over the country and the security is usually monitored by the 
vendor. You can access hosted software securely from any device with an internet 
connection. Learn more at agencybloc.com/hosted-vs-on-premise.

Did you know?
AgencyBloc is the #1 Agency 
Recommended Management 
System for the life and health 
insurance industry.
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This is also a good time to discuss their ownership structure. Are they privately 
held or are they investor funded? The goals and future of a investor funded 
company can be far different than a privately held one.

https://www.agencybloc.com/hosted-vs-on-premise


4 How many revisions/updates do they release a year?
Technology changes and it changes fast. For this reason, it’s crucial that you 
partner with a vendor that’s dedicated to continuous updates and improvements 
so you don’t stagnate your productivity and growth. When looking at their 
software, take note if the display is up-to-date or more resembles 2005.

This is also your opportunity to ask about their product team and the number of 
developers they have. If they only have one, it could indicate that enhancements, 
revisions, and updates will take significantly longer than a software who has a 
whole team dedicated to upkeep.

5 What is their uptime?
Uptime refers to the time the software is up and functioning for use. Since you’ll be 
managing your entire book of business in the software, uptime is crucial for you. 
Any time the software isn’t working, or downtime, could drastically impact your 
process, productivity, and customer service in a negative way.
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Did you know?
AgencyBloc has a 99.99% uptime.

6 Do they support integrations with 3rd parties or APIs?
An API is a way for two software platforms to send and receive information (data). 
Although similar to an integration, it’s not the same. Integrations usually indicate 
the vendor has gone and built the path (API) between their software and the 3rd 
party. 

To do this on your own would require technological know-how as you would have 
to build that path. Having integrations in place helps eliminate duplicated manual 
entry and reduces typos.

Follow up by asking how deep the integration goes to see which information 
passes and what does not. If it’s limited, are there plans for expansion? 



8 Are they willing to provide comparison content?
User-generated content is a great way to get a feeling for the software from the eye 
of the actual client. Two types of content to ask for are:

9 What does an exit plan look like?
This is one of the most important questions you need to ask during your sales 
demo. When trying to extract your data, you can run into a variety of problems like 
delays and fees. You’ll want to know BEFORE YOU BUY if the vendor is going to 
make a potential leave frustrating or not. 

This is also the time to ensure your data stays 100% yours. Your data is your 
livelihood—make sure you’re protecting it.
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Check it out
Find testimonials for AgencyBloc 
at agencybloc.com/testimonials.

Video testimonials
Case studies

7 What does their help/support look like?
Here are some pieces you may want, support-wise, from your new vendor:

A dedicated help section
1-on-1 trainings
On-boarding specialist to help you with the initial transition

There is a learning curve associated with any new partnership and you’ll want to 
know how the vendor plans to help you be as successful as possible. This is also a 
good time to discuss what calling in with questions looks like. Ask if there is a ticket 
system or if you’ll get a live person on the first go. You want to make sure that if 
you have a question, you’ll easily be able to reach someone and be on the road to 
resolving it.

https://www.agencybloc.com/testimonials/


Software:

What’s their history?

Do they have ties to a GA/IMO/FMO?

If yes, which agency?

What type of software is it?

How many revisions/updates do they release a year?

Questions To Ask During Your Sales Demo

Is it focused or generic?
Is it hosted or on-premise?

Focused Generic
Hosted On-premise 

What is their uptime?

How many developers do they have?



Do they support integrations with 3rd parties or APIs?

What does their help/support look like?

If yes, which integrations do they have?

Are they willing to provide comparison content?

What does an exit plan look like?

Questions To Ask During Your Sales Demo

Do they have video testimonials? Yes No
Do they have case studies? Yes No

Is your data still 100% yours? Yes No

Additional Notes

TO PRINT COPIES OF THE NOTE PAGES: 
PRINT RANGE > PAGES 6-7 > # OF COPIES YOU DESIRE


